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Fantasy on a Russian Theme

Olga Amelkina-Vera (b. 1976)

Devin Sugiharto, Ryan Roubison, Mike O’Rangers, Neil Schwartz, Christian Wilson, Charles Watson, Kayli Sundin and Kenny Kite

Ryan Picone, conductor

The Raw and the Cooked

Stephen Goss (b.1964)

Devon Sugiharto and Ryan Roubison

Rite of Spring

Igor Stravinsky (1882-1971)

Augurs of Spring

Petrouchka

Arr. Katie Sample

Russian Dance

The Firebird

Max Greenwald, Joseph Daval, Katie Sample and Alex Resnick

Infernal Dance of all Kastchei’s

Path to Truth

Eddie Healy

Stagnation

Irrevocably Becoming

Cheyne Fehser, Christian Pascale and Armand Sanchez

Prelude and Bagatelle

John Oeth and Andrew Smith

Olga Amelkina-Vera

The Spirit of the Trees

Alan Hovhaness (1911-2000)

Moderato – Allegro Conspirito

Fuga Allegro – Andante Grazioso

Canon Allegro

Emma Quinn, harp

Christian Pascale, guitar

Sonata

Cheyne Fehser and Alex Resnick

Antoine de Lhoyer (1768-1852)

Baiao de Gude

Paulo Bellinati (b. 1950)

Fabio Bartoloni, Andrew Smith, Cheyne Fehser and Alex Resnick
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